Morphological changes in periodontal tissues under the influence of magnetophototherapy
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Summary. The effect of a low-intensity magnetic field combined with polarized light on the microvasculature links in periodontal tissues during orthopaedic treatment by fixed dentures in patients with partial secondary adentia and periodontal diseases were determined using an experiment on laboratory animals.

The aim of the research was to study the character of morphological changes in the tissues of pathologically changed periodontium after exposure to magneto phototherapy in animal testing.

Objects and methods. The experiment was made on selected 107 random-bred rats. The animals were divided into three groups: control group 1, control group 2, and the experimental group.

Results and discussion. A dynamic analysis of morphological changes in the tissues of pathologically changed periodontium in three groups of animals demonstrated that, as compared to other animals, the rats from the experimental groups, following experimental magneto phototherapy, had early elimination of inflammation.

Conclusion. Early elimination of inflammation (1 hour after termination of the impact) in all gum components and perifocal structures due to vaporization of inflammatory cells, activation of vessels (plethora and a noticeable increase in number) was found after the exposure to magneto phototherapy, while regeneration and complete epithelialization of the gingival pocket completed 2 days after termination of magneto phototherapy.
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Morphологические изменения тканей периодонта при магнитофототерапии
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Резюме. Цель исследования. Изучить характер морфологических изменений в тканях патологически измененного периодонта под влиянием магнитофототерапии в эксперименте на животных.

Материал и методы. 107 рандомбредных крыс обоего пола, которых разделили на 3 группы. В контрольной группе определяли состояние здоровой десны, в группе сравнения инициировали экспериментальный периодонтит, не применяли магнитофототерапию, в опытной группе животным с экспериментальным периодонтитом проводили магнитофототерапию. Во всех группах определяли патоморфологические изменения в тканях периодонта.

Результаты исследования и их обсуждение. Непосредственно после воздействия у экспериментальных животных прослеживали коагуляции и вапоризацию воспалительного экссудата десневой борозды и клеток воспаления собственной пластинки десны. Через 1 час после воздействия наблюдали полную элиминацию воспалительного экссудата десневого кармана и клеток воспаления собственной пластинки десны или предкоагуляционные изменения сохранившихся. Через 2 часа – начинающееся регенерация десневого кармана. Через 3 часа – восстановление клеточной структуры эпителия десны, частичная эпителизация десневого кармана, более выраженная через сутки и почти полную через 2 суток. Регенерация и полная эпителизация десневого кармана были завершены через 2-е суток после прекращения воздействия магнитофототерапии, что свидетельствует о высокой эффективности ее применения.
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According to the epidemiological surveillance of the Republic of Belarus, the prevalence of periodontal diseases remains high, making 92.5 ± 1.27% (100% in 1996). The efficacy of comprehensive treatment of patients with periodontal diseases depends on the use of additional treatment and prevention interventions [1–3, 7].

Application of physical factors for comprehensive treatment of inflammatory diseases is an important part of comprehensive treatment. The use of physical factors at different stages of a disease makes it possible not only to eliminate the initial signs of the pathological process, but also to reduce the intensity of its clinical manifestation and the probability of relapse, thereby giving the most optimal treatment outcomes.

Combined or supplementing physiotherapeutic treatment of periodontal diseases provides a number of advantages: potentiated action of several factors has a more obvious therapeutic effect; reducing the intensity and duration of the procedures and of the course of treatment; and mutual action of the physical factors at the biological, physical and physico-chemical stages of their effect [4–6].

Numerous contemporary domestic and foreign studies prove that the use of low-intensity magnetic field combined with polarized light of different wavelengths (blue, red and infrared spectral regions) have high clinical efficacy. Magneto phototherapy causes analgesic and hypotensive effects, as well as pronounced anti-inflammatory action in the tissues. The action and efficacy of magneto phototherapy are defined by physiological and curative effects of combined physical factors, i.e., light and magnetic field, on one hand, and by the interaction of these factors and the shifts induced in the body, on the other hand.

The use of magneto phototherapy at different stages of dental treatment stimulates biosynthetic processes and generation of phosphates rich in energy, enhances regional circulation and microcirculation, stimulates erythropoiesis, decreases aggregation of blood platelets, enhances oxygen capacity of blood, etc. Combined use of magnetic field and phototherapy causes magneto photoelectric effect (Kikoin-Noskov effect), inducing a powerful electromotive force in the tissues. Magnetic fields facilitate deep penetration of optical radiation into the tissues and increase the range of optical radiation perception by the cells. Magnetic fields cause the splitting of energy levels and spectral lines of atomic systems in the tissues, thereby imparting them additional energy (Zeeman effect). Combined effect of light and magnetic field enhances each of the factors and increases the total therapeutic activity of the method [8, 9].

THE AIM OF THE RESEARCH

The goal of the research was to study the character of morphological changes in the tissues of pathologically changed periodontium after exposure to magneto phototherapy in animal testing.

OBJECTS AND METHODS

In order to reach this goal, the experiment included 107 random-bred rats of both sexes, 209–243 g of body weight, divided into 3 groups.

Before the experiment, the animals were in quarantine for two weeks in the vivarium of the BelMAPO research laboratory (Belarusian Medical Academy of Post-Graduate Education). The experiment was made on selected apparently healthy and active animals with smooth and glossy hair coat, normal physiological colour of the mucous membranes, with normal appetite. Additional examinations and weighing of animals were made on the day of experimentation. The experimental animals were divided into the observation groups based on their body weight and sex.

All animals were kept in absolutely identical conditions: they were given regular diet in the vivarium for 45 – 52 days. It was proven that after “suppression of the freedom reflex” the rats, kept on a regular diet in the vivarium, developed periodontitis (spontaneous periodontitis) that can be used as a model for a similar disease in humans [15–23].

During the experiment, all testing was made in conformity with the rules for experimental animals fully complying with all principles of bioethics for anesthetized animals [24, 25]. General anaesthesia was made using a mixture of 1 ml of 0.005% fentanyl solution and 2 ml of 0.5% droperidol solution. Following anaesthesia, the animals were fixed on their back in special equipment for rapid standardized manipulations.

Control group 1 (5 random-bred rats) was used to study periodontal tissues in order to define the condition of the healthy gum, followed by pathomorphological evaluation of the healthy gum biopsy material.

Control group 2 (42 random-bred rats) included laboratory animals with experimentally induced periodontitis, for which no magneto phototherapy was used, followed by pathomorphological evaluation of the biopsy material.
The exponential group (60 random-bred rats) included laboratory animals with experimental periodontitis, for which magneto phototherapy was applied, followed by pathomorphological evaluation of the biopsy material directly after physical impacts, after 1 hour, 2 hours, 3 hours, as well as every day from day 1 to day 8 after treatment. Also, the character of pathomorphological changes in the tissues of pathologically changed periodontium after magneto phototherapy was determined.

Physical impact was exerted on the gum area, the mandibular central incisors of animals with periodontitis. Magneto phototherapy was performed using a device for magneto phototherapy with magnetic field induction from 15 to 25 MT, the radiation wavelength from 460 to 960 nm, and the radiation flow power (Leica, Germany). According to GLP.

The experiment was terminated, upon completion of the period of animals observation (the experimental group and control group 2), by instant decapitation after intraperitoneal thiopental narcosis administered as 1 ml of 5% thiopental sodium per 100 grams of the body weight, abiding by the principles of bioethics (according to GLP). The material for microscopy studies was taken immediately after magneto phototherapy, and after 1, 2 and 3 hours, as well as each day from day 1 to day 8 after treatment.

For morphological studies, a mucoperiosteal flap (14-15 mm²) of the lower gum process was obtained; then the dissected gum area of the rat was fixed in a 10% neutral formalin for 48 hours, washed in running water for 24 hours, and dehydrated in alcohols of increasing concentrations (70%, 80%, 96%, and absolute alcohol). Then the material was treated by alcohol-chloroform, chloroform, chloroform-paraffin, and placed to paraffin. The paraffin blocks were used to cut sections 4-5 µm thick, stained with haematoxylin and eosin. The obtained micro preparations were tested, and their micro photos were produced by a DMLS microspire with software (Leica, Germany).

- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The control group. The morphological studies demonstrated that the condition of periodontal tissues was within the norm during the experimental observation periods. The microscopic structure of the hum was identical in all rats studied in this group.

Keratinized stratified squamous epithelium (KSSE) of the gingival crevice and the free part of the gum is, basically, uniformly thin, with thickened spots, mostly in the free part of the gum, and stratified. The basal layer was represented by 1–2 rows of low cubic or elongated cells, sometimes with vesicular cytoplasm, in a row of stakes in some places. The epithelial ridges were predominantly wide and low, some of them thin and elongated, which forms the relevant microstructure (papillary layer) of the gum lamina propria (LP). The spinous layer cells were arranged in 1–3 rows, in some places they were eliminated and in these areas the granular layer cells are adjacent to the basal layer. The granular layers were mostly elongated and contained dust granules of keratohyalin; the nuclear of such cells looked as “shadows” or could not be visualized on the boundary with a cornified layer. This layer had some thickened spots, such as hypertrrophy of granular layers, cytoplasmic vesication, nuclear fragmentation, and, predominantly, accumulation of keratohyalin lumps. The cornified layer was uniformly thin, clearly seen in the free part of the gum. Hyperkeratosis areas were observed. The epithelium of the attached alveolar gum was stratified, squamous and non-stratified, and fixed to the periodontal ligament and the periosteum of alveolar process of the jaw bone.

The gingival crevice was narrow and short. The gum LP represented non-structured connective tissue (CT), loose in the papillary layer, and a loosely delimited net-like layer of the non-structured CT and bulky collagen fibres (CFs). CT of both layers had a few cells; the cells mostly manifested fibroblasts and fibrocytes, as well as individual lymphocytes, histiocytes, plasma cells and eosinophilic mononuclear cells. Rare arterial capillaries, small groups or individual, arterioles without blood components in the lumen, as well as rare plethoric venous capillaries and venules, and optically empty lymphatic capillaries were identified inside the LP (Fig. 1).

Control group 2. Immediately after termination of the stress impact: supplicative inflammation and destruction of the area where the gum attached to the separated part and the gingival crevice bottom, elongation and expansion of the latter with formation of the gingival pocket, and the presence of pus in its pocket. Inflammation spreads to the periodontal ligament with microabscess, and the gum LP, most intensive in the perifocal sections of the latter, where purulent blood clots are found in the capillaries. Inflammatory infiltration of the epithelium basal layer of the free part of the gum in the apical area, dystrophy and inflammatory infiltration of
epithelium of the proximal part of the gingival crevice were observed. KSSE of the external surface of the free part of the gum was not changed, mostly (Figs. 2, 3).

One day (subgroup I) after termination of the stress impact, the microscopic changes of the gum were similar in all studied rats. In the mucoperiosteal flap of the animals, changes in the gingival crevice epithelium (uneven thickness with segmental elimination of the layers, dystrophy and cytolysis of the basal cells, few elongated cells of the granular layer with single dust granules, transformation of its cells to keratinocytes and formation of the cornified layer) were observed. Intensive purulent proliferative inflammation with destruction and separation of the junctional epithelium was found and, as a consequence, noticeable deepening of the gingival crevice and formation of the gingival pocket, periosteal microabscess, pus accumulation and purulent detritus in the deepened and expanded gingival crevice, inflammation spreading to the gum LP, the periosteum of alveolar process of the jaw bone, and the periodontal ligament (Fig. 4).

It was observed that the LP of the free segment of the gum included small spots of proliferative inflammation, abundant slit-like lymph capillaries (optically empty), non-functioning few blood capillaries (without blood components in the lumen), with thickened walls and dystrophy of endotheliocytes. The gingival epithelium had smoothed papilla of the basal layer.

On day 2 (subgroup II), the morphological indicators matched the same indicators of subgroup I (Figs. 5, 6).

On day 3 (subgroup III), the microscopic changes of the differed slightly from the microstructure of the gum in rats from subgroup I. Slightly reduced intensity of the purulent inflammation in the gingival pocket, the periosteum of alveolar process of the jaw bone, as well as proliferative inflammation of the gum LP, as well as focal accumulated dilated plethoric
capillaries and venules up to 5–6 in the field of microscope were observed (Fig. 7).

On day 4 (subgroup IV) after termination of exposure, a broad and deep gingival crevice and the gingival pocket were present. Epithelial ridges elongated in the proximal part of the gingival crevice, and the surface erosion in the distal part of epithelium, filled with necrotic detritus and purulent effluent, were observed. Destruction of the junctional epithelium external layers with diffused seropurulent inflammation, papillomatosis of the deep epithelial layer in this part of the gum and the formation of perifocal nodular structures from mature granulation tissue, i.e., abnormal regeneration and epithelialization were observed (Fig. 8). In the experimental animals, moderately expressed seropurulent inflammation of the gum LP, the periodontal ligament and the periosteum, expressed reactive changes of the latter with formation of bulky nodular fibromatous structures; and weak spotted activation (of inflammation origin) of the functioning vessels (few plethoric capillaries, i.e., 3–5 in the field of microscope) were identified (Fig. 9).

On day 5 (subgroup V), a deep and broad gingival crevice, and destruction of the junctional epithelium were observed. Disseminated moderate seropurulent inflammation and seropurulent inflammation slightly expressed in some places (mostly the latter) of the gum LP, the periodontal ligament and the periosteum of alveolar process of the jaw bone, as well as intensive fibroblast hyperplasia were observed (Fig. 10).

In the periodontal pocket bottom area, small spots of proliferation of stratified squamous epithelium (SSE) grown into the periodontal ligament and the periosteum (abnormal regeneration), as well as spots of increasing functional (plethoric) capillaries up to 15–17 in the field of microscope with 200X (focal spots of granulation tissue) were identified. Cellular dissociation of SSE in the free part of the gum, i.e., enhanced keratosis and formation of small
parakeratotic papules, elongation and expansion of epithelial ridges with growth, was also observed.

On day 8 (subgroup VIII), a deep gingival crevice with inhomogeneous gingival epithelium, mostly thin with segmental destruction of the surface layers, was observed. In its middle and end, an expressed elongation of epithelial ridges was observed, with disorientation and growth into the gum LP. In the distal part, the beginning focal regeneration of epithelium with disordered arrangement of cells, cytolysis of the epithelial cells at the crevice bottom with exposure of the gum LP (ulceration), and a focal growth of the maturing granulation tissue in this area with signs of serous inflammation were visualized (Figs. 11, 12).

Relatively bulky spots of a similar granulation tissue inside the periodontal ligament were identified with sharply expressed hyperplasia of the cell component of the latter. In the apical segment of the free part of the gum, SSE dystrophy and surface erosion with a small spot of lymphocytes and signs of epithelialization were identified. Slight oedema of the gum LP, focal dilated and merging optically-empty thin-wall lymphatic vessels, diffusely scattered cells compressed minor and plethoric capillaries with few blood components (up to 10–15 in the field of microscope with 200X), small spots of perivascular lymphocytes compression, and pockets of ectatic lymph capillaries penetration, and pockets of ectatic and plethoric venules in the gingival crevice bottom were visualized (Fig. 13).

The experimental group. Microscopic structure of the gum in all tested rats were identical within each subgroup.

Immediately after termination of magneto phototherapy (subgroup I – E (experimental)), partial separation of the cornified and glittering layers was observed. Vacuolization (vaporization) of diffusely scattered cells of the granular and spinous layers and pre-coagulation changes of the stratified squamous epithelium in the free edge and the attached part of the gum were seen. Coagulation changes (compaction, homogenization) and vaporization of inflammatory cells of the gingival pocket; loosening (vaporization) of college fibres of the gum LP, subtotal vaporization of inflammatory cells, with few destroyed cells remaining, basically, perifocal of the gingival pocket were visualized (Figs. 14, 15).

One hour after magneto phototherapy (subgroup II – E), SSE cornified layer was not visualized (pre-coagulation changes), glittering and uniformly thin. Singular vacuolar (vaporization) cells were found in the spinous layer, and pre-coagulation changes of SSE cells remained. Total elimination of inflammatory lymph from the gingival pocket and formation of dense fibrous tissue on the edge of the gum SSE defect in the distal part and the gingival pocket bottom was present. Disseminated vaporization of inflammatory cells of the gum LP was seen, with destroyed (coagulation and pre-coagulation changes) in a small area perifocal of the bottom and the inner edge of the gingival pocket and on the border of the periodontal ligament (Figs. 16, 17).

The periodontal ligament and the splenial bony tissue of the alveolar process of the lower jaw bone are intact without inflammatory infiltration (Fig. 18).

After 2 hours (subgroup III – E), cornified layer was not observed, and the glittering layer remained in some segments. SSE was homogeneous; restoration of the cell structure and layers was beginning, with few vacuolar epithelial cells found in the granular and spinous layers. In the gingival pocket, fragments of coagulated inflammatory cells and sections of destroyed (vaporization) hair shafts were present. The edge of the gingival pocket is surrounded by loose fibrous tissue with adjacent (adhesive) fragments of coagulated inflammatory infiltration. In the gum LP, inflammatory infiltration of the tissue component was not observed; however, ectasia and plethora of blood capillaries, as well as of lymph capillaries with retention in the lumen of lymphocytes and eosinophilic leukocytes that did not move over the wall were seen (Figs. 19, 20).

After 3 hours (subgroup IV – E); SSE cornified layer was not present; a segmental narrow strip of the glittering layer was observed; SSE of the gum was homogeneous; restoration of the cell structure, and singular ridges in the tip of the free edge and few cells or cells in the form of short vacuole-type bundles (vaporization) in the granular and spinous layers were identified. In the gingival pocket, coagulated inflammatory infiltration fragments, minor spots of destroyed (coagulation and pre-coagulation changed) inflammatory cells and numerous sections of destroyed (vaporization) hair shafts were visualized. Epithelialization of the gingival pocket edge for 2/3 its length was observed; it was surrounded by a narrow fibrous bundle in the bottom area (Figs. 21, 22).

No inflammatory infiltration of the tissue component was observed in the gum LP. Ectasia of blood and lymphatic vessels was identified, as well as retention of blood/lymph cells in their lumen that did not move beyond their wall.
Fig. 13. The morphological changes of periodontium tissues in experimental animals 8 days after termination of the stress effect. SSE dystrophy and cytolysis, and slight oedema. Stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Magnification factor 200X

Figs. 14, 15. The morphological changes of periodontium tissues in experimental animals immediately after the impact of magneto phototherapy. Separation of the cornified and glittering layers. Cell vacuolization in the granular and spinous layers and pre-coagulation changes of SSE in the free edge and the fixed part. Stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Magnification factor 100-200X

Fig. 16. The morphological changes of periodontium tissues in experimental animals 1 hour after magneto phototherapy. The SSE cornified layer not visualized. Stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Magnification factor 200X

Fig. 17. The morphological changes of periodontium tissues in experimental animals 1 hour after magneto phototherapy. Total elimination of inflammatory lymph from the gingival pocket and formation of dense fibrous tissue along the edge of the gum SSE defect in the distal part and at the gingival pocket bottom. Stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Magnification factor 100X

Fig. 18. The morphological changes of periodontium tissues in the experimental group 1 hour after magneto phototherapy. Absence of inflammatory infiltration in the periodontal ligament and the bone lamella. Stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Magnification factor 200X

Figs. 19, 20. The morphological changes of periodontium tissues in experimental animals 2 hours after magneto phototherapy. No inflammatory infiltration of the tissue component; ectasia and plethora of blood capillaries. Stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Magnification factor 100–200X

Figs. 21, 22. The morphological changes of periodontium tissues in experimental animals 3 hours after magneto phototherapy. Epithelialization of the gingival pocket edge over 2/3 of its length and its surrounding at the bottom area by a narrow fibrous tissue. Stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Magnification factor 100–200X
Figs. 23, 24. The morphological changes of periodontium tissues in experimental animals 1 day after magneto phototherapy. Ectasia of lymph capillaries and retention of few mononuclear cells in the lumen. Stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Magnification factor 100-200X

Fig. 25. The morphological changes of periodontium tissues in experimental animals 2 days after exposure to magneto phototherapy. No signs of inflammatory infiltration. Stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Magnification factor 200X

Figs. 26, 27. The morphological changes of periodontium tissues in experimental animals 3 days after the impact of magneto phototherapy. Plethora of blood capillaries and spots or strips of mononuclear cells retention in the lumen of the mononuclear cells. Stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Magnification factor 100-200X

Fig. 28. The morphological changes of periodontium tissues in experimental animals 4 days after exposure to magneto phototherapy. The gingival pocket and its bottom are represented by a nonuniform SSE bundle. Stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Magnification factor 200X

Figs. 29, 30. The morphological changes of periodontium tissues in experimental animals 5 days after magneto phototherapy. SSE cells in the free part of the gum match the control group; however, no cornified layer was observed. Stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Magnification factor 100-200X

Figs. 31, 32. The morphological changes of periodontium tissues in experimental animals 8 days after magneto phototherapy. SSE of the free part of the gum contained, as in the control, glittering, granular, spinous and basal layers, without epithelial ridges. Stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Magnification factor 100-200X
After one day (subgroup V – E), SSE of the external edge in the free part of the gum had uniform thickness and contained a glittering layer; cornified layer was not observed. Weak hyperplasia of the basal layer cells was identified in some places, without epithelial ridges. The gingival pocket was narrow without any content, and its bottom represented a narrow strip of small-cell LP with homogeneous thick and pale stained CFs. The internal edge of the free and separated part of the gum was surrounded by a narrow bundle of scattered and disordered epithelial cells. The LP represented homogeneous thickened and pale stained CFs. Ectasia of lymph capillaries was observed as well as retention of a few mononuclear cells in the lumen that do not move beyond their wall (Figs. 23, 24).

On day 2 (subgroup VI – E) after termination of magneto phototherapy, a uniform thin glittering epithelial layer was visualized, with no cornified layer not observed. SSE of the free edge of the gum had moderate thickness with clear cellular and layer differentiation; the granular layer was thick in some spots. The gingival pocket was without any content, its edge was epithelialized over its entire length, and epithelium was represented by a narrow bundle with disordered epithelial cells. The gum LP included compactly packed CFs, with no signs of inflammatory infiltration; retention of a few (1 or 2) mononuclear cells in the lumen of lymph capillaries was found along the entire length of the gingival pocket edge (to the pocket bottom); in the distal part, it was thickened in some places due to hyperplasia of the granular and spinous layer cells with disordered cell structures. The gingival pocket and its bottom were represented by a nonuniform SSE bundle and in some places (along the tooth enamel edge) by fibrous cell tissue with “internal” hair shaft segment and an elongated shallow cavity without lining or content (Fig. 28).

The gum LP included compactly packed CFs, without signs of inflammatory infiltration, with few small capillaries, single mononuclear cells in some of the lymph capillaries and cystic dilated lymphatic vessel in some spots.

On day 5 (subgroup IX – E), SSE of the free edge of the gum matched the control group, the difference lied in that no cornified layer was observed. The gingival pocket, as in the control group, was narrow without any content. Its edge represented a narrow SSE strip, with slightly expanded granular layer in some places, but without a glittering layer. The epithelial cells of the gingival pocket edge were disorderedly packed. The area of fixing to the tooth bone included fibrous cell tissue. The gum LP was represented by CFs of different thickness. Uneven dilatation of sinusoidal lymph capillaries and diffused weak (mostly one cell) retention of mononuclear cells in the lymphatic vessels were observed; in some places in the form of a chain along the edge, with no signs of inflammatory infiltration, can be seen (Figs. 29, 30).

On day 8 after magneto phototherapy (subgroup X – E), SSE of the free edge of the gum contained, as in the control group, glittering, granular, spinous and basal layers were present, without epithelial ridges. The gingival pocket was narrow without any content. The gingival pocket edge was surrounded by a relatively narrow SSE strip, in some places with a relatively broad granular layer and a narrow layer of spinous and basal cells; without a glittering layer or epithelial ridges in some spots. The fixing area was represented by a narrow strip of dense fibrous tissue and a narrow strip of loose fibrous tissue (Figs. 31, 32).

The gum LP included densely packed CFs, chains of dilated sinusoidal lymph capillaries, small spots and strips of retention of a few mononuclear cells in the lymph capillaries without signs of inflammation.
**CONCLUSION**

Specific microscopic changes of the gum and their trends, noticeably differing from the gum microscopic structure in rats of the control group and the experimental group, were found:

1. Coagulation and vaporization (partial or full) of inflammatory lymph from the gingival crevice/gingival pocket and inflammatory cells of the gum LP, pre-coagulation changes of the stratified squamous epithelium in the free and fixed parts of the gum were observed immediately after the exposure.

2. Dynamic changes in the gum microscopic structure were observed 1 hour after the exposure and included total elimination of inflammatory lymph of the gingival pocket and inflammatory cells of the gum LP, or remaining pre-coagulation changes; after 2 hours they included signs of beginning regeneration of the gingival pocket (delimited by a narrow bundle of mature fibrous tissue); after 3 hours, restoration of the cell structure of the gum epithelium, partial epithelialization of the gingival pocket, which was more obvious after 1 day and almost full after 2 days.

3. Ectasia (and plethora) of the blood and lymph sinusoidal capillaries of the gum LP with mononuclear cells retention in the latter was observed after 3 hours, with a moderate growth of intensity during the subsequent observation periods; this sign remaining up to 8 days.

Thus, early elimination of inflammation (1 hour after termination of the impact) in all gum components and perifocal structures due to vaporization of inflammatory cells, activation of vessels (plethora and a noticeable increase in number) was found after the exposure to magneto phototherapy, while regeneration and complete epithelialization of the gingival pocket completed 2 days after termination of magneto phototherapy.